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Campers have access to exclusive discounts as a benefit offered by our partners.
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Melanie Day
Head of Ecommerce, MageCloud

My story

17 years working in ecommerce

Built & scaled multiple B2B & B2C stores to £m revenue

2 years working agency side for Orckid

6 years working freelance with own business
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2024 Important Update:

Google and Yahoo’s New Sender Requirements

Have you heard about Google and Yahoo's new sender requirements? 
Starting in February, these new rules intended to combat spam, phishing, and other forms of 
email fraud and could directly impact the deliverability of your messages. These changes are 

ultimately going to be good for you and your customers, but there are some steps you need to 
take to make sure your messages land in the inbox.

https://academy.klaviyo.com/2024-new-sender-requirements-checklist/1817230
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Gmail & Yahoo Sender Requirements Rollout



Top 3 Changes

One link unsubscribe header is now required for all marketing 

and promotional emails

Senders keep spam rate below 0.1% If you exceed 0.3%, emails 

are likely to be sent to the spam folder

Senders must have valid email authentication protocols
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Email flows trigger a message, or series of messages, based on when someone joins a list, is 
added to a segment, or takes any other action on your website - such as making a purchase or 

abandoning a cart.

Lists & Segments

How to Build Lists and Segment Your Audience 



The first step to successful email marketing is building a robust 
subscriber list.  This is a great time to gather information to get 
to know your customer and segment them into lists.

DON’T BUY EMAIL LISTS!

Build with Signup Forms:  Site Footer, Checkout, Popup

Opt-ins: Single vs double

Provide frequency options

Send personalized welcome emails

Segmentation: List by customer type / interests 

Building Your 

Subscribers List



Maintaining Your 

Subscribers List

Maintaining a quality email list is often an overlooked part of 
email marketing, yet it’s exactly what will bring email success in 
the long run.

Send relevant content to keep a healthy email list

Let people unsubscribe if they want to

Offer alternative ways to stay in touch

Deal with inactive subscribers

Use re-engagement email campaigns
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Email flows trigger a message, or series of messages, based on when someone joins a list, is 
added to a segment, or takes any other action on your website - such as making a purchase or 

abandoning a cart.

Flows can be built to send timely emails, or they can simply apply certain actions, like updating a 
specific field on a profile. These are usually a series of messages that are constantly running in 

the background, hitting your customers at the right time with the right message. 

Top Email Flows

Start with these flows to increase revenue and 
engagement with little effort.



Welcome Series Emails

A welcome email series is a sequence of automated emails sent to new 
subscribers after they sign up to join your list. Welcome emails introduce 
people to your brand after they’ve signaled interest and are a great 
opportunity to establish credibility and build trust, introduce products, 
and gather more information on subscribers. 

Establish subject matter credibility and authority.

Introduce products.

Gather subscriber preferences.

Encourage conversion with special offers and discount codes.

#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Subscriber Welcome      #Nurture Subscribers      #Nurture Prospects





Cart Abandonment 

Series

This flow is triggered when someone has added something to their 
cart but has not completed the purchase within a set time frame. 
It’s customizable based on the items in the person’s cart and 
whether they're already a customer. 7 out of 10 shopping carts are 
abandoned. Recover more of them and drive-up sales!

Provide payment options

Add company reviews to reinforce confidence

Provide ways to get in contact

Provide business key selling points

#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Cart Abandonment      #Nurture Prospects      #Convert Sales      
#Prevent Lost Sales





Product Browse 

Abandonment Series

The Product Browse Abandonment Series aims to target shoppers 
who browsed a product page and left the site before adding any 
items to their cart. Did you see something you liked? Convert 
curiosity into cash with this basic series.

#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Browse Abandonment      #Nurture Prospects      #Convert Sales      
#Prevent Lost Sales

Provide product recommendations

Provide payment options

Add company reviews to reinforce confidence

Provide ways to get in contact





#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Convert Sales      #Build Loyalty      #Remind to Purchase
#Grow Audience

Product 

Back In Stock Series

Don't leave money on the table! Automatically alert customers 
when items they're interested in gets restocked. Split VIP’s vs non-
VIP’s with a more advanced flow.

Create a sense of excitement and urgency

Provide VIP’s opportunity to buy first

Non main email list subscribers entice to signup





Customer Win-back 

Campaign

A Customer Win-back Campaign aims to target existing 
customers who made a purchase in the past but haven’t been 
back to the site or made another purchase in a given time frame.
This campaign can be very successful at re-activating existing 
customers and increasing their overall lifetime value.

Promote repeat purchase

Provide new relevant products

Entice with discount code

#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Customer Win-back     #Engaged Lapsed Customers      
#Remind to Purchase      #Encourage Repeat Purchase



Customer Sunset 

Campaign

Proper list cleaning is critical to maintaining good email 
deliverability. Use a sunset flow to sunset unengaged 
subscribers.

Be personal and use an appropriate tone 

Provide an easy unsubscribe

Update profiles with new property at end of flow

Create a segment from this flow to clean and 

suppress your unengaged subscribers

#WordPress      #Adobe Commerce      #Shopify     
#Sunset Unengaged Subscribers     #Keep Lists Clean
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An email campaign is a one-time send to a pre-determined target group of contacts. Campaigns 
must be manually scheduled to send at a fixed point in time. However, they can either be created 

and sent immediately, or they can be scheduled to send at a later time.

Marketing Campaigns

Different types of common marketing emails



Marketing Campaign Emails

Examples: Announcing New Brands, Seasonal & National Days, Sale Promotion

Create a Campaign Plan

Research the competition

Understand when is best to send each type: Test with smart sending

Understand what content works best: A/B test versions of emails

Send to segments: customer type / interests, engaged users

Exclude segments: soft bounce clean, possible spam accounts

When are these kinds of emails used? Think regular newsletters, new 
product launches, or sale announcements. Any kind of one-time 
information you want to share with your email list will be conveyed through 
a campaign. 
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Measuring, Monitoring & Testing

Keeping Your Account Clean & Data Healthy



Benchmark Stats

Reach your goals faster by focusing on the metrics that need the most 
work. Ensure you know the benchmark stats for your industry and keep 
working on maintaining a healthy score. Remember bad deliverability and 
data = bad results so use segments and tests.

Open Rate

Click Rate

Bounce Rate

Spam Rate

Unsubscribe Rate

Mobile vs Desktop Data

Each specific email client: Gmail, Yahoo, Outlook etc.



A/B Testing

Running email marketing campaigns without split testing leaves money on 
the table. Without it, there's no way to know if a specific subject line, offer, 
design, or copy affects campaign outcomes—you have to test your way 
there. So run experiments and A/B test your way to success.

Stack small wins and they'll lead to record revenue months.!

Constantly test pop ups (entry and exit) to improve opt in rates

Constantly test your subject lines to improve open rates

Constantly test copy and offers to improve click through rates

Test to help decrease unsubscribe rates



08 ANYLIZE & IMPROVE

07 TIME AND A/B TEST

06 SEND TO SEGMENTS

05 USE CLEAR CTA’S

04 COMPELLING SUBJECT LINE

03 USE TEMPLATES

02 CREATE A CALENDAR

01 RESERCH COMPETITORS
Draw up a competitor list.
Sign up to their marketing emails.
Evaluate their use of flows.
Understand content strategy.

Add seasons and UK holidays.
Days of interest.
National days.
Main campaign categories.

Adaptive and mobile friendly.
On brand header, footer, 
fonts and colours.
Faster email creation.

Use the recipient’s first name in the 
subject line.
Keep it clean and brief.
Evoke curiosity.
Use emojis sparingly.

Your CTA should be directly tied to 
the goal of your email, whether it 
be to shop new inventory or take 
advantage of a discount offer. 

Send niche emails to smaller 
segmented lists to capture their
interests and make it more 
personal.

Understand when is best to send 
each type: Test with smart sending.

Understand what content works 
best: A/B test versions of emails.

Monitor your data and click 
through rates to continuouslyy 
improve performance.

Top Tips for Planning & Improving 



Email Marketing Platforms
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Choosing the right toolkit for your business 



Choosing the 
right toolkit 

for your 
business 

Pay the most attention to the core features at first: 
Add additional features as you grow and require 
them 

1. Feature analysis and comparison

When you’re looking to choose an email service 
provider, one of the first things to consider is how 
easy it will be to use. 

2. Don’t overlook user experience

Cost efficiency is key when it comes to choosing an 
email service provider, in order to make the most out 
of your investment.

3. Evaluate the costs

In the business-to-business world, reviews are a big help 
when it comes to choosing a provider. 

4. Check resources available

In the business-to-business world, reviews are a big help 
when it comes to choosing a provider. 

5. LOOK FOR REVIEWS



Thank you!
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Questions?
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